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Objective: To evaluate whether exposing rats to individual or combined environmental stressors
triggers endophenotypes related to mood and anxiety disorders, and whether this effect depends on
the nature of the behavior (i.e., innate or learned).
Methods: We conducted a three-phase experimental protocol. In phase I (baseline), animals
subjected to mixed schedule of reinforcement were trained to press a lever with a fixed interval of
1 minute and a limited hold of 3 seconds. On the last day of phase I, an open-field test was performed
and the animals were divided into four experimental groups (n=8/group). In phase II (repeated stress),
each group was exposed to either hot air blast (HAB), paradoxical sleep deprivation (PSD) or both
(HAB+PSD group) on alternate days over a 10-day period. Control group animals were not exposed
to stressors. In phase III (post-stress evaluation), behavior was analyzed on the first (short-term
effects), third (mid-term effects), and fifth (long-term effects) days after repeated stress.
Results: The PSD group presented operant hyperactivity, the HAB group presented spontaneous
hypoactivity and anxiety, and the HAB+PSD group presented spontaneous hyperactivity, operant
hypoactivity, impulsivity, loss of interest, and cognitive impairment.
Conclusion: A combination of environmental stressors (HAB and PSD) may induce endophenotypes
related to bipolar disorder.
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Introduction

Psychiatric disorders are a serious health problem. Cur-
rently, of the 20 main causes of disability, six are psychia-
tric disorders, with depressive disorder accounting for
40.5% of disability-adjusted life years, anxiety for 14.6%,
illicit drug use for 10.9%, schizophrenia for 7.4%, and
bipolar disorder for 7%.1

Anxiety, mood disorders, substance abuse and schizo-
phrenia are stress-related disorders.2,3 Stress can induce
a wide range of alterations in an organism, depending
on frequency, magnitude, duration, type, context, neuro-
developmental stage, sex, and genetic predisposition.2

Animal models are important tools for investigating
the effects of stress, such as stress-induced epigenetic
alterations. Based on animal models, new therapeutic
targets for psychiatric disorders may be identified.3 To
improve their translational value, animal models should

be able to simulate some aspects of stress response and
replicate the natural history of the disease. For instance,
stress may be induced by exposure to forced swimming,
food-deprivation, neonatal isolation, predation, day-night
light change or noise.4 Despite the variety of stresses,
some reports suggest that using different types of chronic,
unpredictable, and inescapable stressors with high eco-
logical validity to improve the translational validity of
preclinical models of stress-related disorders, such as
depression.5

Therefore, despite the importance of environmental
stress in the early manifestation, increased severity, and
shorter inter-episode intervals of psychiatric disorders,6

the translational value of these animal models needs
improvement. To this end, the inclusion of operant beha-
vior and the manipulation of ecologically relevant stimuli,
namely an inescapable aversive stimulus and sleep
deprivation, seems to be an important alternative to
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ethopharmacological models.7 It should be pointed out
that a number of animal models lack of external validity and
do not reproduce features of the stress response observed
in clinical settings.3 Reinforcement schedules have been
investigated over the last 6 decades. For instance, indivi-
dual schedules can be arranged according to ratio, interval,
or interresponse time, while combined schedules involve a
combination of at least two single schedules. Hence, a
behavioral account of reinforcement schedules provides
understanding of an organism’s performance in terms of
specific environment-behavior relationships.8

Changes in locomotor activity patterns, the endocrine
system and circadian rhythms, including irregular sleep-
wake cycle, are common features observed in psychiatric
disorders.9 In addition, alterations in circadian rhythm
are known to interact with uncontrollable and inescapable
stressful events in new mood disorder episodes.10 Learned
helplessness, a typical behavior in both humans and
animals, is characterized by difficulties in learning new
behaviors, decreased sensitivity to new contingencies,
and cognitive impairment after exposure to uncontrollable
aversive stimuli.11

Therefore, based on the fragility of the available animal
models for studying mood disorders, we decided to study
the interactions between spontaneous/innate and oper-
ant/learned behaviors triggered by repeated exposure to
either sleep deprivation, inescapable stressful stimuli or a
combination of the two. To do this, we used two animal
models: paradoxical sleep deprivation (PSD) using the
modified multiple platform method and inescapable expo-
sure to hot air blast (HAB).12,13 We hypothesized that
exposure to individual or combined environmental stres-
sors may trigger endophenotypes related to mood and
anxiety disorders, depending on the innate or learned
nature of the behavior.

Methods

Animals and apparatus

Adult male Wistar rats (n=32) weighing 300-325 g were
used. The animals were born in the Universidade Federal
do Ceará’s animal house (Fortaleza, state of Ceará, Brazil).
Two rats were housed in each cage and kept in auditory
and visual contact under controlled lighting (12 hour light-

dark cycle; lights on at 7 a.m.) and temperature (22-23 oC)
conditions. Animals from the same group were kept together
to avoid behavior contagion from exposure to different
stressors.14 All experiments were carried out during the light
phase of the light-dark cycle.

The animals were randomly divided into four experi-
mental groups that were weighed weekly. The protocols
caused no harmful physical modifications to the animals.
We used operant conditioning chambers (Insight Ltda.,
Ribeirão Preto, Brazil), a hair dryer (1,200 W, 85 dB), a
digital thermometer, and a sleep deprivation apparatus.
The experimental procedures were in accordance with
Brazilian legislation on the care and maintenance of experi-
mental animals. The study was approved by the local
ethics committee for animal experimentation (protocol
96/13).

Experimental design

The study was divided into three sequential phases, as
follows: phase I or baseline, consisted of pre-stress eva-
luation; phase II or the repeated stress phase, consisted
of exposure to two types of stresses, isolated or com-
bined; and phase III or follow-up, consisted of post-stress
evaluation. Figure 1 presents an overview of the experi-
mental design.

At baseline (phase I), reinforcement and open field
tests were used to determine learned and innate beha-
viors, respectively. Operant performance was used as
a stability criterion and regarded as an endpoint of this
phase. The animals were then underwent an open-field
test to facilitate their separation into experimental and
control groups. In other words, to balance the experi-
mental groups, animals with strong or weak exploratory
drives were allocated in equal proportions to each experi-
mental group.

Phase II consisted of manipulating two environmental
stressors, HAB and PSD, on alternate days over 10 days
(repeated stress exposure). The HAB group (n=8) was
exposed to inescapable HAB five times on alternate days.
The PSD group (n=8) was deprived of sleep five times on
alternate days. The HAB+PSD group (n=8) was exposed
to five sessions of HAB intercalated with five sessions of
PSD. The control group (n=8) was not exposed to any

Figure 1 Overview of the experimental design. HAB = hot air blast; PSD = paradoxical sleep deprivation.
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stressors. The rats were submitted to daily reinforcement
sessions.

In phase III we analyzed the animals’ short-term
(1 day after repeated stress exposure), mid-term (3 days
after repeated stress exposure), and long-term behavior
(5 days after repeated stress exposure) to verify changes
in spontaneous behavior (through the open field test),
goal-directed behavior, and consummatory behavior
(through the reinforcement procedure).

Behavioral tests

Open-field test

Spontaneous behavior was evaluated with the open-field
test. The apparatus was an acrylic arena with an inner
dimension of 50� 50 cm and a floor divided into nine equal
squares. Each test lasted 5 minutes. The frequency of
crossing and entering into the central zone were recorded.
A careful cleaning of the apparatus was performed bet-
ween animals, with 20% (v/v) ethanol solution. XPloRat
software was used for video recording.15

Reinforcement procedure

Every animal was trained to learn a lever-press response
(LR) during the reinforcement procedure. They were then
gradually exposed to a mixed schedule of reinforcement
with a fixed interval of 1 minute and a limited hold of
3 seconds (mix FI 1’ LH3’’). In other words, the rat only
received a drop of water with a LR before 1 min had
expired, which remained available for 3 seconds.8 The
endpoint of phase I was the achievement of a scallop
pattern in cumulative LR records, i.e., at least 75% of the
total responses emitted in the last 30 seconds of each
fixed interval. A total of four behavioral parameters were
determined after the reinforcement procedure: i) fre-
quency of total LR (f[LRt])during the session; ii) frequency
of received reward (f[S+]); iii) optimization index (f[S+])
divided by LR frequency in the last 30 seconds of each
fixed interval during the session; iv) scallop pattern, i.e.,
the percentage of LR in the last 30 seconds of each fixed
interval in relation to f(LRt). In summary, the behavioral
tests assessed impulsivity/anxiety, locomotor activity,
procedural memory, motivation, and behavioral efficiency
(Table 1).

Hot air blast

HAB exposure followed methods described elsewhere.16

Additionally, the operant conditioning chamber’s internal
temperature was controlled to p4960.5 oC to avoid
tissue injury and nociception.17

Paradoxical sleep deprivation

The PSD and the HAB+PSD groups were deprived of
rapid eye movement sleep for 23 hours according to
the modified multiple platform method.18 To prevent the
animals from drinking the water while in the apparatus,
60 mL of fresh lime juice was added to each 2 L of water.
This procedure was important to foster operant behavior in

the animals, since this concentration of lime juice is
sufficient to cause taste aversion in rats.19 The water in
the tank was completely changed twice per day to avoid
insalubrity. During this procedure, the animals were depri-
ved of sleep and water, but not food, since feed pellets
were suspended from the perforated roof of the apparatus.

Statistical analysis

The data were analyzed using SPSS version 21, while
GraphPad Prism version 6.0 was used for graph plotting.
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was used to assess data
normality. Locomotor activity (number of crossings) and
central zone entries were analyzed with three-way ana-
lysis of variance (ANOVA), considering the following
factors: time (baseline, short-term, and long-term), PSD
exposure (PSD- and PSD+), and HAB exposure (HAB-
and HAB+). Data from the reinforcement procedure
(procedural memory, locomotor activity, efficiency, and
anhedonia) were analyzed using a three-way ANOVA and
post-hoc Bonferroni test, considering the following fac-
tors: time (baseline, short-term, mid-term, and long-term),
PSD exposure (PSD- and PSD+), and HAB exposure
(HAB- and HAB+). All results are shown as mean 6
standard error of the mean. Significance was set at 95%
with an alpha error of 5% (p p 0.05).

Results

Effects of repeated stress on spontaneous behavior

Spontaneous locomotor activity (crossings) analysis,
shown in Figure 2A, indicated significant two-way inter-
actions between time and PSD (F[2,84] = 3.648, p = 0.03),
as well as between PSD and HAB (F[1,84] = 6.647, p =
0.012). Post-hoc analysis showed that animals exposed
to HAB+PSD crossed more frequently during the short-
term evaluation than at baseline (p = 0.029), although this
effect returned to baseline levels during the long-term
evaluation (long- vs. short-term, p = 0.023). On the other
hand, exposure to HAB led to fewer crossings during
the long-term evaluation than at baseline (p = 0.017). In
the post-hoc analysis of treatment groups, exposure to
HAB+PSD led to more crossings during the short-term

Table 1 Summary of behavioral testing

Procedure/behavior/parameter Process or function

Open field
Spontaneous
Central zone entries Impulsivity/anxiety
Crossing Locomotor activity

Operant conditioning
Goal-directed
Process or function related to f(LRt) Locomotor activity
Scallop pattern Procedural memory
Optimization index Behavioral efficiency

Consummatory
f(S+) Anhedonia

f(LRt) = all lever response emitted per session; f(S+) = amount of
obtained and consumed rewards.
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evaluation than exposure to PSD (p = 0.02) or HAB alone
(p o 0.0001). However, at this point there were fewer
crossings in the HAB group than in controls (p = 0.036).
The HAB+PSD group crossed significantly more than
the HAB group (p = 0.01) or the control group (p o 0.05)
during the long-term evaluation.

Regarding central zone entries, there were significant
two-way interactions between time and PSD (F[2,84] =
3.880, p = 0.024), as well as between PSD and HAB (F[1,84]

= 8.956, p = 0.004) (Figure 2B). Similar to the crossings
results, animals exposed to HAB+PSD entered the
central zone more frequently in the short-term (p =
0.064), although this returned to baseline levels in the
long-term (long- vs. short-term, p = 0.013). On the con-
trary, during the long-term evaluation, animals exposed to
HAB entered the central zone less than at baseline (p =
0.044). Post-hoc analysis showed significantly more
central zone entries in the HAB+PSD group than in the
HAB (po 0.0001) or PSD groups (p = 0.043) in the short-
term, while in the long-term, a significant increase was
found only in relation to the HAB group (p = 0.043).

Effects of repeated stress on goal-directed and
consummatory behavior

Analysis of the f(LRt) (Figure 3A) indicated a significant
three-way interaction between the factors (F[3,111] = 3.103,
p = 0.03). Post-hoc analysis showed that, during the short-
(po 0.0001), mid- (po 0.0001), and long-term (po 0.0001)
evaluations, f(LRt) was significantly more frequent in the
PSD group than the control group, while at all three points,
f(LRt) was less frequent in the HAB+PSD group than the
PSD group (short- and mid- p o 0.0001, long-term p =
0.026). In addition, f(LRt) was more frequent in the HAB
group than the control group at the mid-term evaluation
point (p o 0.05).

Regarding f(S+) (Figure 3B), there were significant two-
way interactions between the time and HAB (F[3,113] = 8.876,
p o 0.0001), as well as between PSD and HAB (F[1,113] =
13.703, po 0.0001). Lower f(S+) was observed in the HAB
+PSD group over time (short-, mid-, and long-term evalu-
ations vs. baseline, po 0.0001), and f(S+) decreased in the
HAB group between baseline and the long-term evaluation
point (p = 0.021). Post-hoc analysis showed that in the
short- (p o 0.0001), mid- (p = 0.001), and long-term (p =
0.005), f(S+) decreased significantly in the HAB+PSD
group compared to the control group. This decrease was
also significant in relation to the PSD group in the short-
(p o 0.0001), mid- (p o 0.0001), and long-term (p o
0.0001), as well as to the HAB group in the short- (p o
0.0001), mid- (p = 0.001), and long-term (p = 0.005).

According to the optimization index, there was no
change in behavioral efficiency over time (Figure 3C).

Finally, Figure 4 shows the effects of repeated stress
on cognitive performance (procedural memory) as a dis-
crete measurement of %LR in the last 30’’ of FI 1’ (scallop
pattern). In this analysis, a significant two-way interaction
was observed between PSD and HAB (F[1,111] = 5.393,
p = 0.022). In the post-hoc analysis, a disturbance in the
scallop pattern was observed over time in the HAB+PSD
group (short-term: p = 0.06; mid-term: p = 0.02; long-term
p = 0.03 vs. baseline). There was a significant disturbance
in the scallop pattern between the HAB+PSD group and
the HAB group (mid-term: p = 0.036; long-term: p o 0.05),
the PSD group (short-term: p = 0.008; mid-term: p = 0.021;
long-term p = 0.02), and the control group (long-term:
p o 0.05).

Figure 2 A) Assessment of spontaneous rat locomotor
activity (crossings). B) Number of central zone entries at
baseline and after short- (1 day) and long-term (5 days)
withdrawal from repeated exposure to individual (paradoxical
sleep deprivation [PSD], hot air blast [HAB]) or combined
environmental stressors (HAB+PSD). Each bar represents
mean 6 standard error of the mean of eight animals per
group. The specific p-values are shown in the results section.
ab p o 0.05 vs. baseline or short-term, respectively. *w= p o
0.05 vs. HAB, PSD, or control, respectively, according to
three-way ANOVA with a Bonferroni post-hoc test.
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Discussion

In the present study, we observed that exposing rats to
individual or combined environmental stressors (HAB
and/or PSD), triggered behavioral alterations similar to
endophenotypes of mood and anxiety disorders, depend-
ing on the nature of the behavior analyzed.

The first parameter was spontaneous behavior, which
was evaluated according to the number of crossings
and entries into the central zone of the open field. Spon-
taneous behavior originates from phylogenetic processes,
while LR are goal-directed instrumental behaviors main-
tained by ontogenetic processes of operant control.20 We
observed that repeatedly exposing rats to environmental
stressors caused intense and immediate disruptive

effects on instrumental locomotor activity. In other words,
repeated exposure to HAB induced a progressive
decrease in spontaneous activity that was more pro-
nounced in the long term (5 days post-repeated stress). It
should be pointed out that some studies have reported
that HAB has punitive properties.16 On the other hand,
at the long-term evaluation point, the PSD group presen-
ted operant hyperactivity. Curiously, repeated exposure
to both stressors (HAB+PSD) produced spontaneous
short-term hyperactivity, short- and mid-term operant
hypoactivity, and no long-term changes. This means
that HAB+PSD caused distinct behavioral alterations
depending on the type of behavior evaluated. Although
some studies have suggested that HAB and PSD have
opposite effects on locomotor activity, we found no

Figure 3 A) Analysis of frequency of lever-press response f(LRt). B) Analysis of frequency of received reward f(S+).
C) Analysis of behavioral efficiency according to baseline optimization index and after short- (1 day), mid- (3 day), and long-term
(5 day) withdrawal from repeated exposure to individual (paradoxical sleep deprivation [PSD], hot air blast [HAB]) or combined
environmental stressors (HAB+PSD). Each bar represents mean 6 standard error of the mean of eight animals per group.
The specific p-values are shown in the results section. a po 0.05 vs. baseline. *w= po 0.05 vs. control, PSD, or HAB, respectively,
according to three-way analysis of variance with Bonferroni post-hoc test.
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evidence of their individual or combined effects on
operant behavior.13,16,21,22

At the long-term evaluation point, the control group
displayed spontaneous hypoactivity, despite not having
been exposed to stressful events. This hypoactivity
could have been due to habituation with the open-field
test. Indeed, a number of studies have reported such
an effect in open-field testing when a test-retest design
was used.23,24 On the other hand, HAB induced a lower
crossing frequency than PSD or HAB+PSD at all post-
stress evaluation points. Since both the control group and
the HAB group showed a long-term allostatic load, we
suggest that the PSD group also showed long-term spon-
taneous hyperactivity.6

We observed no changes in behavioral efficiency,
which was calculated as an optimization index (i.e.,
operant efficiency). This demonstrates that all groups
could perform the tests with no motor impairment.

We also assessed emotional (i.e., anxiety) and motiva-
tional (i.e., reward) functions. In our experimental condi-
tion, HAB or PSD alone caused opposite impulsivity
and anxiety effects, as has been observed in previous
studies.13,25,26 This could indicate that HAB functioned as
an anxiogenic stimulus, since there was an almost complete
lack of central zone entries at the long-term evaluation
point. Nevertheless, HAB+PSD induced a short-term
increase in central zone entries that returned to baseline
levels in the long-term. In contrast, PSD did not affect
impulsivity/anxiety, despite previous reports to the con-
trary.27 Furthermore, the HAB+PSD group exhibited

higher impulsivity than the HAB group in the short and
long term. Thus, we can infer that only a combination of
two types of repeated stressors can induce some degree
of impulsivity, albeit temporarily.

The present study used reward-related consumption,
which is typical of a reinforcement model, to evaluate
a state of loss of interest.28 Our results suggest that rele-
vant short-, mid-, and long-term deficits in reward function
(i.e., motivational dysfunction) were caused by exposure
to HAB+PSD, i.e. a 50% decrease of reward production
compared to baseline. This was corroborated by the long-
term evaluation results, since the HAB+PSD group
differed from the non-stressed control group and the PSD
group (mania-like group) but not the HAB group (depres-
sive-like group). Given that the most commonly used test
to evaluate motivational changes in rodents is the sucrose
preference test, our behavioral evaluation of reward
function with a reinforcement model is innovative.29

The HAB+PSD group exhibited a persistent deficit in
procedural memory at all post-stress evaluation points,
despite presenting better performance at baseline. More-
over, the persistent disruptive effects of HAB+PSD
on instrumental behavior were not observed when the
animals were exposed to either stressor individually.
However, since all of the evaluated stressors caused
great decreases in LR in phase II (data not shown),30,31

we can infer that repeated stress may cause changes
related to anxiety and mood disorders (Table 2). We also
observed that exposure to HAB replicated the hypoactiv-
ity and anxiety observed in several preclinical models
of depression and anxiety.32 Despite the hyperactivity
observed in the open-field test after PSD exposure, our
study demonstrated (for the first time, we believe) a type
of operant behavioral activation not associated with an
emotional, motivational, or cognitive deficit. In other words,
PSD-exposed rats emitted a number of instrumental res-
ponses in this task without additional rewards.33 It is impor-
tant to point out that hyperlocomotion is just one symptom
related to mania episodes, although it has been used as
unique behavioral phenotype in several animal models of
bipolar mania.34

We also observed that repeated exposure to HAB
+PSD was more deleterious than repeated exposure to
a single stressor. Apparently, exposure to HAB+PSD
induced endophenotypes similar to depressive episodes,
such as (operant) hypoactivity and motivational dysfunc-
tion, as well as those similar to mania episodes, such as
(spontaneous) hyperactivity, impulsivity, and cognitive
deficit.35,36 Therefore, the dysfunction of the reward sys-
tem seems to be a core alteration related to the neuro-
biology of mood disorders, since its activation is related to
depressive and mania episodes.37

In previous studies, animals subjected to PSD showed
cognitive impairment in ethopharmacological tests.38,39

On the other hand, some reviews found that sleep depri-
vation can be indicated for treating severely depressed
patients.40 It should be pointed out, however, that most
of these studies did not assess the effects of sleep
deprivation on procedural memory related to goal-directed
behavior. In fact, 72-hour PSD protocols have been used
prior to behavioral evaluations,39,41 and 24- or 48-hour

Figure 4 Evaluation of rat procedural memory (scallop
pattern) based on the %LR measure in the last 30’’ of FI 1’
at baseline and after short-term (1 day), mid-term (3 days),
and long-term (5 days) withdrawal from repeated exposure to
either paradoxical sleep deprivation (PSD), hot air blast
(HAB), or a combination of the two stressors (HAB+PSD).
Each bar represents mean 6 standard error of the mean of
eight animals per group. The specific p-values are shown in
the results section. a p o 0.05 vs. baseline. *w= p o 0.05 vs.
PSD, HAB, or control, respectively, according to three-way
analysis of variance with a Bonferroni post-hoc test.
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PSD protocols have been used to investigate memory
impairment in ethopharmacological tests.39 Thus, some
of the divergences between clinical and preclinical data
may be due to methodological issues, such as: the diff-
erent types of memory assessed, training time, type of
task, time awake, stage of interrupted sleep, and experi-
mental design type.40 Hence, to better address this issue,
in the present study five 23-hour PSD sessions were
performed on alternate days to assess different beha-
viors. We think that, in further studies, other behavioral
procedures, distinct from those conducted here, could
further explain the lack of memory deficit in the PSD
group. For instance, quantifying sleep deprivation, main-
taining reinforcement throughout the stress exposure
phases, the type of behavior assessed (e.g., arbitrary or
species-specific), and cognitive function measurement
are important features to be evaluated.

Altogether, we think that the memory deficit observed
in the HAB+PSD group may be compared to some
endophenotypes characteristic of bipolar disorder. Clin-
ical studies suggest that the memory is one of the most
impaired cognitive functions in both euthymic and sympto-
matic patients. On the other hand, deficits in attention and
executive control may be related to impulsivity.42 Further-
more, the number of mood episodes is associated with
cognitive impairment.6

The present study has some limitations that should be
addressed in future studies related to face, predictive, and
construct validities. Face validity (e.g., assessing the
effects of forced swimming, sucrose preference, passive
avoidance, and Morris water maze tests), predictive validity
(e.g., assessing the effects of lithium, valproic acid, or
other mood stabilizers), and construct validity (e.g., asses-
sing neurochemical effects) must be carefully addressed.
We also did not evaluate the influence of sex in this animal
model. Our decision was guided by evidence of an equal
gender ratio in bipolar disorder prevalence.43 Neverthe-
less, it has been reported that women have a higher risk of
bipolar II/hypomania, rapid cycling, mixed episodes, and
comorbidities.44 Based on the limitations presented here,
we can suggest that our study presents a putative animal
model of bipolar disorder.

In conclusion, this study presents a low-cost animal
model of bipolar disorder based on environmental mani-
pulation (i.e., repeated exposure to HAB+PSD) that
induces long-term complex behaviors that result in
mixed but non-cyclic phenotypes of mood disorders,
which extends the face validity of this animal model.

Thus, based on these behavioral evaluations, we agree
that stressful environmental events may be interpreted as
complex causes that, by interacting with internal pro-
cesses, trigger neurophysiological endophenotypes related
to mood episodes.
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